1.1. Gloss paper coated with PE
   *Standard packaging material*

1.2. White pearl BOPP
   *Vivid colors*

1.3. Metallized BOPP, laminated and varnished
   *Higher barrier, metallic colors*

1.4. Clear BOPP, laminated and varnished
   *Attractive appearance*

**High competence of Litprint**

*Absolute leadership in the Baltic states, a successful start in the northern Europe region.*

*Benefits to the client: properly chosen high quality materials, flawless printing will satisfy your needs for successful product packing and will help to create exclusive combinations of your product packaging.*

litprint.com
A wide selection from one supplier

We supply tea envelopes, tags, paper bags, carton boxes and adhesive labels.

Benefits to the client: an integrity of trademark and packaging colours, constant balance of material inventory, savings in time and logistic costs.
2.1. Tea Tags IMA C24/C27

2.2. Tea Tags TEAMAC

2.3. Tea Tags Fuse

Safety of packaging
The company was found to conform to the management system standard ISO 9001:2008 and to the standard for management of hygiene in the production of packaging for foodstuffs EN 15593:2008 / LST EN 15593:2008.
Benefits to the client: only safe materials and manufacture processes are used in the manufacture of packaging.
3. Carton boxes for tea

- Different types of board thickness
- CMYK or Pantone colors printing
- Emboss, windows, partial varnish, glued...
- Environmental friendly and food safe

Timely supply
Litprint focuses on a prompt customer service, a sufficient quantity of raw material stock and a thoughtfully planned manufacturing throughput.
Benefit to the client: the flexibility of product marketing and logistics.
4. Square bottom bags for tea
- Thin or thick paper
- CMYK or Pantone colors printing
- Gloss or mat lamination and partial varnish
- Thermo sealable
- Foodsafe

Optimal quantities
Litprint ensures an excellent price and quantity ratio.
Benefit to the client: individual packaging for each product without increasing inventory and costs.
We supply tea envelopes, tags, paper bags, carton boxes and adhesive labels. Benefits to the client: an integrity of trademark and packaging colors, constant balance of material inventory, savings in time and logistic costs.